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About me

•• BA, MSci in chemistry BA, MSci in chemistry 
(2000)(2000)

•• PhD in organic chemistry PhD in organic chemistry 
(2003)(2003)

•• PostPost--doc in organic chemistry (2004doc in organic chemistry (2004--2006)2006)

•• Assistant Professor in Materials Science and Engineering Assistant Professor in Materials Science and Engineering 
(Sept. 2006 (Sept. 2006 -- ))



About me

•• Completely naCompletely naïïve when I joinedve when I joined……

••Had never written a single proposalHad never written a single proposal

••Had most of my education in the UK, so didnHad most of my education in the UK, so didn’’t have a t have a 
clue about the American systemclue about the American system

••Becoming an Assistant Professor was more of an Becoming an Assistant Professor was more of an 
accidentaccident……

•• ButBut currently have 9 grants including currently have 9 grants including NSF Career Grant and NSF Career Grant and 
DARPA Young Faculty Award.DARPA Young Faculty Award.



Identify the correct program

•• Phone/ePhone/e--mail/visit program officersmail/visit program officers
--If youIf you’’re in DC, make an appointment to see themre in DC, make an appointment to see them
--If youIf you’’re shy (which I am), ere shy (which I am), e--mail beforehand to set up a mail beforehand to set up a 
time for the phonecalltime for the phonecall

•• Some programs are more supportive of young faculty than Some programs are more supportive of young faculty than 
othersothers

•• Do what the program officer tells you to do!Do what the program officer tells you to do!

•• Although the funding is based on the reviews, the program Although the funding is based on the reviews, the program 
officer makes the final decisionofficer makes the final decision



Proposal writing

•• A good proposal needs to have:A good proposal needs to have:

A good idea + A good idea + Effective communicationEffective communication

•• Read successful proposals.Read successful proposals.

•• Make it as easy as possible for the reviewers to figure out Make it as easy as possible for the reviewers to figure out 
what youwhat you’’re trying to do.  re trying to do.  

--Use Use italicsitalics, , boldbold, diagrams etc. etc., diagrams etc. etc.
--At the beginning of each section, have a boxed section At the beginning of each section, have a boxed section 
summarizing the worksummarizing the work

•• Be shameless in selfBe shameless in self--promotion. Donpromotion. Don’’t just rely on you CV. t just rely on you CV. 
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Proof reading

•• Have at least 2 people read your proposalHave at least 2 people read your proposal

1. An expert in your field1. An expert in your field

2. A related expert in your field2. A related expert in your field

3. A non3. A non--expert expert 


